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What Leads To -- "An Open Letter To The Members &
Friends Of . . . . "

thinknotagree.wordpress.com/wp-admin/post.php

In a casual conversation with my son, an attorney, about the legal processes that operate in a 

courtroom, I asked him about a case that I had personally watched from the public gallery. It 

was a minor civil matter, heard before a judge.

The defendant had decided to represent himself, and the other litigant had hired a lawyer. 

While the defendant was making his case and/or asking questions of the various witnesses, 

the lawyer kept making objections.

It was obvious that the defendant was violating some of the standard rules of procedure 

which operate in a courtroom -- hearsay testimony, leading questions, no foundation 

established for such a question, etc.

While the lawyer continued to voice his objections, most times, the judge quickly overruled 

the objections to the frustration of the other professional attorney. It seemed obvious that the 

objections should have been sustained, but the judge refused to do that -- time and time 

again.

I related that account to my son, and he was not at all surprised.
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Why? & Why? -- 

Why did the judge deny what seemed obvious and fair objections? 

-- and -- 

Why was my son not surprised?

My son said . . . .

Part of our judicial system is to promote a sense of fairness and equity. Those who believe 

that they have been legally aggrieved need to leave the courtroom experience believing that 

they have been treated fairly & justly, that they have been given the opportunity to be heard 

and judged fairly.

When an individual represents himself, typically, he has no ability to properly represent 

himself in a court of law. Had the defendant hired an attorney, those mistakes in legal 

procedure would not have happened or would have been sustained.

The judge allowed the defendant to cross the line over and over again regarding legal 

procedure because she knew knew the defendant had to leave believing that he had been 

allowed to make his case as best he could. At the end, she could and would take into account 

all the "objections" and render her ruling in a way that still satisfed the defendant and was 

also appropriate and just to all involved.

Part of our judicial system is to promote a sense of fairness.

What could be the reason that a person writes to "An Open Letter" to the members of the 

church?

I believe that you now know the answer to that question.

There is a dreadful lack of -- or at least a sense of -- fairness and equity which accompanies 

leadership actions and decisions in the very place where you ought to find it thriving.

The "judges of this world" have a better handle on it than the "pastors/leaders of the church."

Unfortunately, fairness and equity too often take a backseat to other driving forces such as 

control, ego, and self-importance. . . . .

There are times when some pastors may become manipulative.

There are times when some pastors attempt to talk and nuance their way out of difficult 

situations with those who are supposedly there to hold them personally accountable.

There are times when some pastors "back slap" and rely on their relationships to soothe 

over serious errors in judgment.

There are times when some pastors try to paper over what ought to be a hard 

conversation by injecting humor and/or diverting the discussion away from the issues.
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There are times when some pastors cite or twist biblical truths to explain why he was 

right in what he said or did.

There are times when some pastors cover up the facts of a situation in order to 

safeguard what he has actually done.

There are times when some pastors will ultimately adopt and adapt a strategy of 

feigned humility -- "I am just trying to be like Jesus who opened not His mouth." -- 

because to actually address the situations would only prove to be indicting.

Some of this may work for a while with some -- or even many.  However, in the end, there is 

a lost sense of fairness and honesty, and a lost sense of trust by those who are sitting in 

the courtroom, watching the proceedings.

If there is any place that a sense of fairness and impartiality ought to be demonstrated and 

genuinely in operation, it is in the local church experience. [1]

However, if you have spent any time sitting in the gallery, you have witnessed some pretty 

ugly examples of anything but fairness and equity. In the very place where fairness and 

equity ought to be markedly visible, it was purposefully overlooked.

You may have sat in the gallery, shocked as you watched God's people being ignored and 

mistreated, and how yet others who sought to address that also were marginalized and/or 

ghosted.

That is what leads to "An Open Letter!"

 

1. Note: This same principle is vital in raising children.  If you want to find yourself, as a 

father of rebellious children, provoke them to wrath by failing to exhibit a sense of 

fairness, equity, and honesty!  See what that produces in the lives of your children and 

family.  
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